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About This Game

Accidentally, Pep comes into contact with an extraterrestrial internet connection. This alien connection, called "Infernal_X" and
coming from planet Hellx, is now free to destroy the entire planet Earth by infecting all the informatics systems. Pep have to

stop this global infection by destroying all the 7 Virtual_Guardians arrived from Planet Hellx (with the help of an internet
radiation, Inra) in order to access the Virtual World where the virus Infernal_X is located in order to eliminate it.

In this retro-2D platform adventure game, Pep keep his personal cellphone always working in order to detect where each
Virtual_Guardian is located and go through difficult levels in order to reach the goal in each stage, sometime also by using a

Virtual_Motorbike with alternative physics laws, and a Virtual_Gun to destroy each Virtual_Guardian during intense boss fights.
The game is ispired at the old 2D platform games, both for the general graphics/mechanics and for the difficult that increase

from easy to very hardcore.

Main features:
- 8 Worlds, each with a different environment

- Comics cutscenes
- A great variety of game styles in a single game

- Increase in difficult from easy to "old style hardcore"
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EDIT: just amazing .... can listen to it on loop all day. I guess if you're drunk and you have a big group of friends, this might be
a recommendable mini-game VR title. If there's something notable about this game, it is how it's already setup to play with a
group of friends. You can easily create multiple player accounts in the same game and the game will keep progress for each
person. So that's very cool and something that other mini-game titles should also do.

But that's the extent of my praise for this game. It's not very good. Up to this point, I thought Super VR Trainer was the worst
paid-for mini-game collection. Well, we now have one that's substantially worse. Luckily, the price point is not very high on this
game. It's only $11.99 normal price and $3.59 sale priced on Black Friday. So because of the low price, some people might
overlook its shortcomings.

I could probably recommend this title at like $1.99 or less where my standards are very low for liking a title. But at $3.59 this
game just doesn't bring enough of a fun factor. I didn't have fun in any of the mini-games. I think probably the best mini-game
was the clay shooting. Maybe javelin throwing a close second. But several mini-games here were just plain stinkers. Including
the boxing (worst mini-boxing game ever) and the laser sword (which played very similar to the sword and shield mini-game
except even more dull). Even bow and arrow was subpar compared to other mini-game versions. The game totally crashed on
me in the main-menu as well in my short play time. I played each mini-game at least once (after each game, you have to go back
to main menu instead of letting you retry right away!)

I could forgive the poor graphics and sounds if the gameplay was exciting. It's just not. I wouldn't ask my friends to play this
with me in VR. They would probably never come again to visit me unless I had copious abouts of booze. Then they probably
wouldn't mind playing this hot garbage and they'd probably forget soon thereafter.

Sale Price Rating 4\/10 and Normal Price Rating 3\/10. Buy on sale if you just really love party mini-games and can't get
enough... some people rated this game positive for some reason ....

 Contrary to other reviewers, the game works fine on Oculus Touch, best played with roomscale setup . I'll skip what
you can understand from the trailer and short desciption. This is a rougelike, an hard one, and a good one.
It's fast paced.
The final boss es (Filler to make it look something else) is maybe a big difficulty spike, but it makes sense to be so.
Small rooms and very meaningfull hp mean that even the simpler enemies are a threath.
Bosses are bullet hells and fast paced ones.
And believe it or not it has a story: sure this game has lore and frontloads the setting, but there's a story you are
playing that ends up explaining even the tutorial.
It even has a demo so at least try it! If you find it too hard, keep playing it, getting better is fun!
If you find it too easy don't worry it gets harder. A LOT. I've played this game for 19 hours and I still not feel even
close to being able to complete it.
I give it a dancing in hell and dying\/10.. 10/10 you can make accidents! like for real!. Thought I would like it based on
the intro, but the gameplay itself really was a letdown. Shooting enemies felt off and hit-registering wasn't
implemented at all (no audio queues, etc.). Determining where the shots would land were also a hassle. The way the
first gun was animated made it feel like it had a range of about 1 meter, which in itself made it all even more
confusing.
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All this basically resulted in me constantly firing at the enemies until they disappeared (got "ctrl-x'd"); sounds like an
FPS, alright, but me doing so were because of being unsure if the shots would even register.

The little music I heard was catchy, at least, and managed to keep my interest during the first level.. It's dated, clunky,
and may not stand up to the more recent makers in customization...

But it's absurdly fun to play around with, just the nostalgia factor alone is worth the full price tag. Not to mention that
this is the best stepping stone for people who never used RPG Maker before.

Why are you still reading this review? You probably want to make a SNES styled Rpg, just buy the program already!.
It's about six hours of gameplay if you play fast, 10~ if you play slow. With that out of the way let's move on.

Tempest Citadel is a trippy sci-fi romp into a stormy planet that is trying to be several games at once without really
mastering any aspect. Now, this is not to say that this game is bad. I would say this might be one of the best X-Com
inspired indie games of the decade. But what I am saying is that there are obvious flaws in Tempest Citadel.

You awaken from cryosleep and quickly get shot down. You then do a few missions and locate a flying citadel that you
turn into your base. This base is where you construct new facilities and otherwise play the game from. You then launch
over a hundred ground missions, which is just an excersize of letting the game auto-complete itself. There are a few
different types of enemeies, which you always see at such a distance they all just look like people in armor. You just
sort of techrush and get guns and armor to stomp enemies.

Where the game gets things right is it *tries* to impose moral choices that are actually single choice answers. At the
start of the game you learn that a portion of your crew died in cryosleep, and you can otherwise harvest them for
resources. You can however revive them at the very, very end of the game if you keep them; where by then you will
have either lost the game by then or not need them. Then the game gives you not one but two different fake chances to
play diplomatically. The order hate you and the mechanists eventually turn hostile because you are forced to lauch a
suicide mission.

This is a great attempt, but the writing starts to fall apart in the middile of the game as you stop caring what these
people are babbling about. The Dominion and Order just insult you, the Mechanists don't give straight answers, and
the Arcane just sort of exist.

The game gets very tedius in the mid-game, and very little variation happens. Only hard core strategy fans should
apply.
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It's pretty quick to play through. I have not played the new game + yet, but I thoroughly enjoyed the story and almost cried a
couple times.

The game controls are a little weird at first. It took me awhile to realize I could face forwards and backwords.

New ghosts would bring new things into the house and I enojyed exploring the house over and over to discover new things. Very
fun game!. This game is good but no better than another games under 25.00e > I don't recommend this game because i have
only 40fps :(. As this an old DLC and doesn't meet today's standards, you should only buy it when on sale. But it's drivable just
like your Kuju SD40-2.

BUT: It does come with four actually quite good scenarios for the original, now unavailable Castle Rock Railroad. They work
perfectly with the workshop version of Castle Rock Railroad if you just move them over into the corresponding
Routes\\Scenarios folder.

Standard: [NS HighNose] Cats and Dogs
Standard: [NS HighNose] Cement Puzzle
Standard: [NS HighNose] Here to Help
Free Roam: [NS HighNose] Larkspur in Fall

Interestingly enough, the scenarios are mentioned neither in the description nor the manual.. What is the point of this game? all
you do is fly in a toilet piece of crap space and shoot meteors. pointless please don't get this game. Looks and plays like an
Android game, it's very simple. no complexity or in depth objectives, build this, build that, and wait. It can be fun at first but it
then turns very bland and boring, if you're a very big fan of town sims, or you like to collect them, then knock yourself out,
otherwise, I can't really recommend this.. Yep, this is Goof Troop 2.0. Yes, it is awesome.. For me it was fun for less than half
an hour and I don't want to continue. Game is simply not for me.

Though, it's okay as part of a bundle. So, it was not really a waste of money.. Fun couch multiplayer fighting game. Its like
smash bros but everyone has dodgeballs!. PRO
strong artificial intelligence
beautiful models of the ships
interesting historical subject
variability and gameability
reasonable price
you can finish the battle at any time (novelty)

CON
there is no multiplayer
there is no custom battle mode
there is no in-game tutorial (only a manual)
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